Normal and oxidized low density lipoproteins accumulate deep in physiologically thickened intima of human coronary arteries.
Diffuse intimal thickening (DIT) that develops as a physiologic adaptation in the arterial wall has been implicated to have a predilection for atherosclerosis. We histologically investigated the lipid accumulation process in the human coronary DIT by focusing on the localization of normal and oxidized low-density lipoproteins (LDLs). Immunohistochemistry for apolipoprotein B 100 (a major apolipoprotein of LDL) and 8-iso-prostaglandin F(2alpha) (an oxidative product in LDL) showed substantial accumulation of oxidized relative to normal LDLs in the deep layers of DIT (52/139 segments). Subendothelial deposition of normal rather than oxidized LDLs, known as an early event of fatty streak formation, was less frequently found (13/139 segments). In contrast with fibrofatty lesions, lipid accumulation localized deep in DIT was characterized by fine lipid droplets scattered in the preserved tissue and by its association with neither macrophage accumulation nor apoptosis in the constituent cells. On the other hand, the deep intimal location of lipid accumulation clearly coincided with increased type I and type III collagen and elastic fibers but rarely with sulfated proteoglycans including decorin, which were all strongly expressed in advanced lesions. This lipid accumulation was found only in sites with DIT of more than 200 micro m, occasionally extending to the inner media and involving neovessel formation around it. The presence of deep intimal lipid accumulation was associated with reduced endothelium-dependent relaxation to substance P in isolated coronary rings. These results suggest that normal and oxidized LDLs accumulate preferably in the nutritional border zone of established DIT involving local extracellular matrix alterations but independently of inflammatory or apoptotic processes. This may contribute to the functional and morphologic abnormalities seen in human coronary atherogenesis that progresses slowly with age.